Café Nimrod Launches Picnic Baskets
Tel Aviv’s Café Nimrod has introduced a new breakfast picnic basket offer
June 23, 2017 (FPRC) -- Cafe Nimrod, one of the top restaurants in the City of Tel Aviv, has
introduced a new introduced a new basket package of breakfast bites. Available as take-aways, the
new basket package is meant for individuals who’re looking to go picnicking around the city, as well
as ordinary visitors who are looking to enjoy a high-quality, unique breakfast in their hotels. This is
yet another innovative move that the restaurant has taken, as it seeks to establish itself as the go-to
dining and breakfast destination in the Israeli city.
Café Nimroid was co-founded by Ehud Segev and David Eyal about 10 years ago. The café was
launched on Valentine’s day of 2007. Located in Hangar 9, Tel Aviv Port (Gabirol Street 27), Café
Nimrod offers a modern, relaxing ambience. It offers traditional Israeli dishes from the Galilee region
in a rural-themed atmosphere. Visitors can choose from multiple options, including the popular
Mushroom Falafel, and the Special Lamb Kabab. The café operates an information desk where
foreign visitors can gather information on the Galilean culinary culture, as well as plan tours to major
attractions in Israel.
Earlier this year, Café Nimrod was ranked among the best 10 coffee joints in the City of Tel Aviv by
Zap Rest Magazine. Zap Rest is the top restaurant-related magazine in Israel. They regularly
publish content on restaurant trends, top kitchen experiences, and upcoming restaurants in the
country. Foreigners who are seeking information on the Israeli dining scene usually look it up at Zap
Rest Magazine.
Over the last 10 years, Café Nimrod has become very popular among locals in Tel Aviv, as well as
foreigners who are looking to sample the Galilean gastronomy. The restaurant’s relaxing
environment is also a big plus for people who are looking to enjoy a meal in a relaxing location in
between meetings, or while waiting for a flight. These advantages are perhaps why the restaurant
has also recorded significant growth over the last 6 years. Apparently, Café Nimrod has set up a
total of 3 branches in various parts of the country. According to consumer reviews at TripAdvisor,
great service, excellent environment and good food are what makes Café Nimrod a top dining
destination.
Ehud Segev, a co-founder of Café Nimrod, said, “At Café Nimrod, we are excited to announce our
new basket picnic package. This basket, consisting of breakfast specials, is ideal for couple’s who’d
love to enjoy great-quality breakfast in their hotels, at home, or while relaxing at the beach or other
outdoor locations. Café Nimrod is always working super hard to provide utmost quality service to its
customers, as well as provide ideal customers service, and excellent food…”
Contact Information
For more information contact Ada Laush of Cafe Nimrod (http://www.cafenimrod.com/)
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Zap Rest Magazine
You can read this press release online here
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